THE ORGANIZATION BOARD

IGSM organization board consists of 8 young and successful students along with 17 additional external associates from the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy. Driven by experience gained on former IGSM meetings, which were organized by students of geodesy from other universities, this team decided to give its best and organize the most successful and the best IGSM ever! The immediate board made all important decisions on meetings which were held once a week. While these meetings were held, new ideas were constantly created.

IMMEDIATE BOARD CONSISTED OF:

1. Board president: Hrvoje Mahović
2. Board vice-president: Sandra Keran
3. Secretary: Petra Dobravac
4. Design and web coordinator: Damir Kontrec
5. Social events: Mario Božić
6. Member: Albert Hrženjak
7. Member: Luka Pavličić
8. Member: Leonida Klarić